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Our contributions are two-fold:- We show how on-the-fly MPC can be achieved
using a new type of encryption scheme that we call multikey FHE, which is
capable of operating on inputs encrypted under multiple, unrelated keys. A
ciphertext resulting from a multikey evaluation can be jointly decrypted using the
secret keys of all the users involved in the computation. - We construct a multikey
FHE scheme based on NTRU, a very efficient public-key encryption scheme
proposed in the 1990s. These systems require O (log log n) distinguishability
queries to check whether two keys are the same. If the index is a single-field,
these queries must be very fast, in particular, a new class of oracle algorithms are
required to distinguish very similar keys. If the index is a multikey, the time to
distinguish two keys depends on how many field values the indexes contain; a
multikey lookup that requires O (n) queries generally takes about as much time as
a single-field lookup that requires O (1) queries. Either of these types of queries
has not been considered in the past. In this document, we present a simple way to
combine single-field and multikey indexes. We focus on the case of either sparse
or dense indexes. A sparse index is one in which most field values are 0. Such
sparse indexes are typically used for range queries, such as the following: find all
keys that are greater than or equal to some given value. To enable users to locate
the place with the specified address, we want to avoid the fact of zip code
compared to some city. This is the key idea of the proposed multikey scheme. And
it is not only for the localization and privacy protection.
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The CSA framework consists of some basic building blocks: the CSA primitive, the
MultiKeyMap type, the group-based security framework and the classical pairing-
based homomorphic encryption. In this section, we will introduce the multi-key

framework and multikey based CSA framework for pair-wise encryption and multi-
party computation. MultiKeyDictionary is used to specify the indexes of all

elements in an array. Since an array has scalar values and can be used with
nested documents, it is not obvious what a MultiKeyDictionary should be.

Therefore, it is important to start by describing what MultiKeyDictionary is not to
make the usage of MultiKeyDictionary clear. Observers may request the
combination of any A/B public keys in the system. The event log ensures

observers have a way to discover all A/B combinations that have ever been used,
so it's perfectly reasonable to ask for them in a get() function. It's not lossy, but
the contract itself wouldn't be able to enumerate them. It would rely on external

inputs and then perform the multikey computation. The event log ensure
observers have a way to discover all A/B combinations that have ever been used,
so it's perfectly reasonable to ask for them in a get() function. It's not lossy, but
the contract itself wouldn't be able to enumerate them. It would rely on external

inputs and then perform the multikey computation. MultiKey is the combination of
high security lock and RFID reader. The system is designed for applications (e.g. in

the health care sector) that require contactless and secure opening instead of
code, finger or mechanical key. Up to 150 transponders (keys, cards or chips) can

be stored in the system and used as hygienic keys. 5ec8ef588b
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